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INTRODUCTION
Respiration is defined as the movement of oxygen from the outside 
environment to the cells within tissues, and the transport of carbon 

1dioxide in the opposite direction.  Air-breathing in humans 
includes four stages: Ventilation, Pulmonary gas exchange, Gas 

2transport and Peripheral gas exchange.  Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 
patients require close, constant monitoring and support from 
special equipments and medications in order to maintain normal 

3bodily functions.  The chest care of unconscious and recumbent 
patients are difficult and challenging because they lack self 

4(voluntary) breathing effort.  Common chest complications during 
ICU stay are respiratory failure ,atelectasis, acute lung injury, 

5pneumonia, pneumothorax ,pneumonitis ,exacerbation COPD , 
atelectasis due to secretions retained secretions, abnormal 
breathing pattern due to primary or secondary pulmonary 
dysfunction and musculoskeletal deformity that makes breathing 

6pattern and cough ineffective .  Commonly used physiotherapy 
techniques in ICU are Postural drainage, Percussion and vibration, 
Mechanical devices, Manual lung inflation, Coughing tracheal 

7suctioning , intrapulmonary percussive ventilation, Insufflation-
8exsufflation. Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) is a 

stretching technique utilized to improve muscle elasticity and has 
been shown to have a positive effect on active and passive range of 

9motions.  Types Of PNF Patterns are upper limb, lower limb ,trunk, 
10chest PNF.  Appropriate resistance at the time of applying one of 

the PNF techniques strengthens the muscles and guides the chest 
motion. PNF is a new technique to improve the respiratory function 

11(IC,ERV,IRV,PEFR,FVC,TV)

PNF of respiratory muscles is the term used to describe externally 
applied proprioceptive and tactile stimulus that produces reflex 

12respiratory movement.  After some neurological insults, strictly 
diaphragmatic breathing may not be possible or even preferred. So 
restoration of independent, efficient breathing patterns for such 

13patients may require regular use of accessory muscles.  Proposed 
mechanisms of PNF stretching is Autogenic inhibition, which refers 
to the reduction in the excitability of a contracted or stretched 
muscle attributed to increased inhibitory input, and subsequently 
decreased efferent drive, arising from the Golgi tendon organs and 
Reciprocal inhibition, which essentially refers to the inhibition that 

14occurs in a muscle when there is a contraction of its antagonist.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
M.Paul Raj et al (2017) studied about effectiveness of PNF of 
respiration to improve exercise capacity in COPD patients by 
comparing two groups. This study concluded that the PNF of 
respiration was more effective and can be a useful therapy in 

15improving exercise capacity in patients with COPD.

According to a study done by Dr. Sneha S Chordiya et al (2017 ), 
chest Physiotherapy along with PNF technique in the management 

of mechanically ventilated patients with pulmonary complication 
proved efficient for preventing pulmonary complications, clearing 
the mucous secretions and better prognosis in patients with OP 

16poisoning. One more study by Vaishali et al (2010) showed that 
the proprioceptive and tactile stimuli produced  expansion of the 
thoracic cage, reduced asymmetry and decreased respiratory rate 
in a 24 day old full term female baby with atelectasis and 

17pulmonary hemorrhage. 

In a study done by Payal Gupta et al (2013), it has been found that 
IC stretch is more effective in reduction of respiratory rate and 
heart rate and improving oxygen saturation over anterior basal lift 

18technique.  Eklund G et al(1970) concluded that IC Stretch 
increases alpha motor neuron activity, causing the muscle fibers to 

19contract. 

 N. B. Thakkar (2006) and Jennifer A. Pryor discussed that there is 
an advantage of application of PNF stretch technique in ICU 
patients as it helps in lowering the raised RR and HR and in 
improving SPO2 levels within near to range which is acceptable for 
ventilator weaning process thereby it is helpful in reducing the 

20,21hospital stay of patients and social isolation.  Rajiv Sharma et al 
(2010) also found that PNF was successful in reducing the 
respiratory rate in ICU when compared to abdominal weights 

22training. 

Nitz J et al (2002) demonstrated that application of respiratory PNF 
techniques improves respiratory function in subjects with 

23myotonic dystrophy weaning from mechanical ventilation.  
Similarly Angela Chang et al (2002) provides preliminary evidence 
of improved short term ventilatory function following PNF 

24techniques.  

Lanza Fde et al. (2014) analysed that  chest mobility in healthy 
subjects is related to respiratory muscle strength and lung 
function; the higher the axillary cirtometry and thoracic cirtometry 
values, the greater the maximum inspiratory pressure, maximum 

25expiratory pressure, and lung volumes in healthy subject.

In a study done by Wada et al (2016) ,it has been found that 
respiratory muscle stretching improves the ventilatory capacity and 
functional capacity of the individual by reducing dyspnoea in 

26COPD. Minoguchi et al. (2002) compared the effect of respiratory 
muscle stretch proposed as a possible additional form of 
rehabilitation for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD), with that of inspiratory muscle training and 
concluded that respiratory muscle stretch were clinically 

27benefitted than inspiratory muscle training. According to another 
study done by Dangi Ashwini et al (2017), PNF technique in the 
form of intercostal stretch is effective in reducing dyspnoea, 
improving chest expansion and increasing the functional capacity 
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T Chest complications are very common in patients of intensive care unit. To prevent these complications various physiotherapy 
techniques are used. Propioceptive neuromuscular techniques for respiration are one of those techniques.
The aim of this paper is to comprehensively review the literature concerning this topic and summarise existing knowledge on the 
role of propioceptive neuromuscular facilitation techniques of respiration in intensive care unit patients. This paper provides a 
narrative review of literature in this area.
Furthermore, this review identifies areas for further research and makes recommendations for clinical practice.
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28in COPD. Michael T. Put, et al (2008) also found that PNF 
stretching technique increases ROM in the chest and shoulder 
girdle and increases vital capacity in COPD patients in the short 

29term.    Marli M. Knorst  et al (2012) also showed  that PNF of 
accessory muscles improves the intercostal and thoracic expansion 
in subjects without COPD and  COPD, the increases PEmax in 

30COPD patients .  Rekha et al (2016) determined that respiratory 
accessory muscle stretching significantly improved chest 
expansion, reduced dyspnoea, and increase exercise tolerance 

31level in patients with COPD.

Gui bin Song et al (2015) showed that both chest resistance and 
chest expansion exercises were effective for improving respiratory 
function and trunk control ability in stroke patients; however, 
chest resistance exercise is more efficient for increasing trunk 

32control ability. 

In a study done by Gopi Parth Mehta et al (2015) and Dr. Dhara B 
Desai et al (2017) on geriatric population to study the effect of 
respiratory Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation (PNF) 
exercises on the pulmonary function showed that respiratory PNF 
exercise improves the pulmonary function in geriatric popula-

33,34tion.

Anup Bhat et al (2014 formulated a questionnaire to assess the 
current chest physiotherapy practices in neurological ICUs of India. 
According to this survey, nearly 85% of physiotherapists practiced 
PNF techniques in neurological ICU patients for lung expansion 

35therapy when appropriate.

CONCLUSION
Many researchers have shown that using respiratory PNF 
techniques is beneficial for patients under various conditions.

In line with previous studies, it can be concluded that Propioceptive 
Neuromuscular Techniques for respiration are effective for 
patients in intensive care unit.
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